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PRESIDENT’S DESK

Al Nodorft

I am slowly coming into the digital age. While I use computers every day at work, I
had not yet tried any “Smart” devices. A few weeks ago I decided to get an iPad. The
primary purpose was to use it for GPS navigation in my Eagle. My first time to use it
in the airplane was on my way to the Pea Patch in July. The system worked great! I
used it to navigate around the north side of the restricted area that is between Thomson
and the Pea Patch. I had never gone that way before for fear of flying through it.
Instead I had always gone to Wrens and come up from there. It is a shorter distance
that I can now fly with confidence. I also discovered enough landmarks along the path
to make the GPS redundant, which is how it should be.
While at the Pea Patch another use came up. You can get weather radar reports on
the iPad. Storms had moved into the area and from the view from the ground one
wondered whether or not to try to fly home. Using the HotSpot feature from Sid
Brown’s iPhone we were able to see where all the storms were. After waiting for one
to pass, I had an uneventful and dry flight home. I can also set up my own data access
to eliminate the need for Wi-Fi access, but just haven’t done it yet.
I like the features of the iPad for use in flying. I am looking forward to using it on
my flight to Wisconsin to attend Airventure. Oh yea, it is a tablet computer so you can
also check email, news, etc. Now I need a “Smart” phone to go with it …

Strange – from Queensland, Australia
Guess it was cheaper to pave only the area under the numbers …
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Yes this is a major aerodrome and yes this IS a grass runway! Short final 22L, taken
from VH-FTH.

August
Looking forward to seeing everyone at the next meeting on August 13th. We will be
having barbeque by Sid Brown. I will also be sending around the sign-up sheet for
Boshears volunteers. Please check your schedule to see if you can help. Charles
Lewis will return as our guest speaker. This time he will talk to us about his
experiences as a Naval Aviator.

December 1, 1921 - April 28, 2011

Fly safe!
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Minutes of the Meeting for EAA Chapter 172

Barbecue Fly-in
July 9, 2011

Guests Karen and
John Lewis

Before the meeting 50 members, their families, and visitors enjoyed the
delicious barbecue prepared by Sid Brown. The Aerospouses set out the side
dishes. Five aircraft were on the field. At 12:27 PM Al Newman gave the
invocation and everyone ate. Club President Al Nodorft called the business
meeting to order at 1:05 PM. He welcomed visitors Ray Furrow and Roger
McCoig. Al also welcomed visitors John Lewis and his wife Karen. John is the
brother of Charles Lewis, our featured speaker today. Al thanked Sid Brown
for preparing the barbecue. Al said he will be going to Airventure Oshkosh at
the end of the month (July 25-31).

New member Roger
McCoig

Old Business: Richard Fender moved to accept the minutes for the last meeting. Sam Hart seconded the motion and it was
approved.
President Nodorft passed around donation buckets for the building and Al Patton fund. The Al Patton fund will be used as an
award at the Boshears Skyfest October 15-16. The winning youngster will obtain free basic flight training.
New Business: The August 25th EAA 172 “night out” will be at P.F. Chang's - China Bistro, 2450 Wrightsboro Road,
Augusta.
During the meal members were treated to a video about the space shuttle Atlantis. The video was provided by Sid Brown.
Program: Charles Lewis showed a Naval Aviation print signed by 12 prominent
aviators. Charles said he would talk about Naval Aviation at a future meeting.
Charles then introduced the powered parachute to the members. He showed a
powered parachute video presentation and discussed the powered parachute
controls, flying, and other aspects of being “low and slow” in the air. He noted that
the winds could only be 10-12 mph, at most, to fly powered parachutes.
Al Newman moved that the meeting adjourn. Richard Fender seconded the motion and the meeting adjourned at 1:10 PM.
After the meeting visitors Roger McCoig and Ray Furrow became members and joined EAA 172. Also after the meeting
Charles Lewis demonstrated setting up his powered parachute for flight. That afternoon it was too windy to make any flights
so the club members were only able to view the takeoff roll.

Charles Lewis’ powered parachute ready for its takeoff roll.

(Hope this was none of you back in the 1980s!)

SHORT FINAL
AVweb August 1, 2011

Back in the mid-'80s, Piedmont Airlines began flying out of Worcester airport (ORH) in Massachusetts to Baltimore/Washington
International airport (BWI). A flight crew requested their IFR clearance, and ATC dutifully rattled it off to them in typical New
England air traffic control fashion. As ATC concluded, the response he received in a thick Southern drawl was priceless:
Airplane 1234: "Woostasure clearance -- do yuh hear how fayust I'muh tawkin'? Well, that's how fayust I listen. You wanna run
that by me -- one -- moe -- tawm -- ?"

